Introduction
In various physical and mathematical contexts, a natural question arises: how to quantify the distortion of an invertible linear transformation A ∈ GL n ? That is, how far is A from being an isometry? In material science, the local distortion of a map between two manifolds is known as a strain measure.
One can investigate various notions of strain measures. A natural approach is to choose a distance function d on GL n , and define the strain measure as follows:
Strain(A) = dist(A, SO n ) = inf
Q∈SO n d(A, Q).
Since SO n is compact, the distance is realized for some Q ∈ SO n .
In material science, the configuration of a body is a map f from a body manifold B to a space manifold S. If both manifolds are endowed with Riemannian metrics, then one can define a local strain measure at every point p of the body manifold,
where SO n here refers to the space of pointwise orientation-preserving isometries. By choosing orthonormal frames at both p and f (p), invertible linear maps between tangent spaces can be identified with GL n , whence the relevance of the proposed framework to general Riemannian settings.
The notion of strain measure depends on the choice of a distance function d. In physical applications, one expects this distance to satisfy certain symmetries with respect to left-and right-multiplication-the former is related to symmetries of the ambient space whereas the latter is related to material symmetries. The most common symmetry assumptions are frameindifference, which is left-O n -invariance, and material isotropy, which is right-O n -invariance.
Left-and right-O n -invariance do not determine a unique distance on GL n , nor do they determine a unique strain measure. The most common distance d is the so-called Frobenius, or Euclidean distance, The Euclidean strain measure suffers from well-known drawbacks. From a physical point of view, the main drawback is that Strain Euc (A) remains finite as A tends toward singularity. The Euclidean strain "penalizes" extreme expansions, but does not "penalize" extreme contractions.
The space GL n is a smooth submanifold of the space M n of n × n matrices. Thus, a natural way to define a distance d on GL n is via a Riemannian metric g. In this context, the Euclidean distance d Euc is induced by the Euclidean metric on M n , A note about terminology: to avoid confusion, we will use the term "distance", rather than "metric" in the context of a metric space. The term "metric" will be reserved for Riemannian metrics.
From a mathematical point of view, a drawback of d Euc | GL n as a distance function on GL n is that it is not an intrinsic distance. Since GL n is not convex, segments [A, B] , A, B ∈ GL n may not be contained in GL n .
The drawbacks of the Euclidean strain measure are at the heart of a series of papers by Neff and co-workers [2, 3, 4, 1] . They endow GL n with a metric that possesses an additional symmetry: in addition to the bi-O n -invariance, they assume left-GL n -invariance; this is perhaps the most symmetric choice, as it is well-known that there are no bi-invariant metrics on GL n . This additional symmetry restricts drastically the set of possible metrics. The left-GL n invariance implies that the metric is fully determined by its value at the identity. The addition of right-O n -invariance yields a family of metrics depending only on three parameters.
It was shown in [1] that the unique matrix in SO n that is the closest to A ∈ GL + n is its orthogonal polar factor O, where A = OP, with O ∈ SO n and P ∈ Psym n . Moreover, a closed formula for the strain measure was derived,
where the logarithm of a symmetric positive-definite matrix is its unique symmetric logarithm, and the norm · depends on the three parameters mentioned above (see (2. 3) below). This strain measure diverges in singular limits. In particular, it is inverse-invariant, i.e Strain(A) = Strain(A −1 ).
In this paper we provide an elementary derivation of formula (1.1) for the strain measure. Using geometric insights, the set of all possible minimizing paths from a given A ∈ GL + n to SO n is narrowed considerably. This helps determining the minimal distance in an elementary way. In particular, our analysis clarifies the different roles played by the various symmetries of the metrics.
In section 2, we introduce the family of left-GL n -right-O n -invariant metrics. We state a key property satisfied by these metrics-orthogonality relations-which play a central role in the forthcoming analysis. We also describe the form of the geodesics. Section 3 contains the derivation of the corresponding strain measure. In Subsection 3.4, we shed light on the reasons for assuming O n -invariance, rather than SO n -invariance, which might have seemed a more natural assumption.
In Section 4, we turn to analyze extrinsic versus intrinsic distances, first in a general Riemannian setting and then applied to the case of GL n viewed as a submanifold of M n endowed with the Euclidean metric. The main result is that while the intrinsic distance differs from the extrinsic distance, the strain measures are the same in both cases. In particular, we give a very short derivation of Grioli's optimality theorem [5] (see also [6] ), which says that for a given A ∈ GL + n , its orthogonal polar factor is the closest matrix to A in SO n with respect to the Frobenius norm.
In Section 5, we investigate how other natural symmetries on distance functions affect the strain measure. We start by showing there are no biinvariant distance functions on GL n , hence there is an "upper limit" to the amount of symmetries a distance function can possess (see Subsection 5.1).
Next, we show that an inverse-invariant strain measure is obtained if the distance/metric is inverse-invariant. We then describe two different techniques for obtaining such distances/metrics via symmetrization, and analyze the resulting strain measures. In the case of symmetrizing a distance, we investigate the two families of distances considered thus far: the Euclidean (intrinsic and extrinsic) distance, and the (intrinsic) distances induced by the metrics considered in Section 2. In the case of the Euclidean distance, the result is an improved strain measure, which penalizes expansions and contractions equally. In the other cases, the strain measure is essentially the same as without the symmetrization.
Finally, we discuss the symmetrizations of all the metrics considered in Section 2. The resulting strain measure is also essentially the same as the original. The proof contains an analysis of metrics that are expressed as sums of two metrics, and also sheds light on the key ingredients in the derivation of the strain measure in Subsection 3.2.
Symmetries and geodesics

Left-GL n -and right-O n -invariant metrics
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations:
GL n is the group of n × n invertible real matrices, GL + n and GL − n are the connected components of GL n , i.e., GL + n is the subgroup of n × n invertible matrices with positive determinant, and GL − n is the subset of matrices with negative determinant. We denote by
the subgroup of orthogonal matrices, whereas SO n ⊂ GL + n is the subgroup of special orthogonal matrices, i.e those with determinant 1.
We will denote by M n the vector space of n × n real matrices, and by Psym n ⊂ M n the cone of symmetric positive-definite matrices.
For readability, we will try to stick to the following choice of symbols:
Let g be a left-GL n -and right-O n -invariant metric on GL n . A left-invariant metric g on a Lie group G is determined by its restriction at the identity. For
Since GL n is an open subset of M n , its tangent space at each point is canonically identified with M n as follows: Given A ∈ GL n , the identification
The action of the differential dL A on a tangent vector at B is
Using the above identification,
where the dependence of the right-hand side on B is implicit via the identification of M n with T AB GL n .
Substituting this last identify for B = I into (2.1) we obtain that left-GL ninvariance implies,
An immediate consequence of both left-and right-O n -invariance, is that g I is isotropic. For every U ∈ O n :
In fact, the same argument shows that for any Lie group G and subgroup H ⊆ G, a left-invariant metric g is right-H-invariant if and only if g e is invariant under conjugation with elements in H.
From a representation theorem for isotropic operators [7] , it follows that there exist constants α, β ≥ 0 and γ ≤ 0, such that
where symX and skew X denote respectively the symmetric and skewsymmetric parts of X.
Let sym ⊂ M n and O n ⊂ M n denote the subspaces of symmetric and antisymmetric matrices in M n T I GL n . The following lemma asserts that these sets are orthogonally complementary with respect to g I : 
Geodesics
In this section we review the properties of geodesic curves in (GL n , g).
Proposition 2.1 (g-geodesics starting at the identity) Let g be left-GL n , right-
O n -invariant. Let g I be given by (2.3) and denote κ = (β−γ)/2β. Let γ : I → GL n be the g-geodesic, satisfying the initial conditions
Proof : This was proved in [4] using an argument based on variations of energy. A shorter alternative proof using Cartan's moving frame method is given in Appendix A. ■
Corollary 2.1 (g-geodesics)
Under the same assumptions as above, let γ : I → GL n be the g-geodesic satisfying the initial conditions
Proof : This follows from the fact that left multiplication is an isometry of (GL n , g). It is a general property of Riemannian manifolds that isometries map geodesics into geodesics. ■ Corollary 2.2 Let γ : I → GL n be the g-geodesic satisfying the initial conditions
where Q ∈ O n and V ∈ sym. Then, Generally, there doesn't seem to exist any explicit expression for the (possibly many) geodesics connecting any two elements A, B ∈ GL + n , nor for the resulting distance between these elements. Yet, we are only interested in the distance of an element A ∈ GL + n from the subgroup SO n of isometries. As demonstrated in [1] , an explicit expression can be derived for that distance. In this section we offer a simplified derivation of that expression.
Reduction to diagonal positive-definite matrices
The first step in calculating the distance of A ∈ GL + n from SO n is to show that it is sufficient to obtain a formula for diagonal matrices. The following proposition holds for any bi-SO n -invariant distance on GL + n -not necessarily a distance induced by a Riemannian metric.
Proposition 3.1 Let d be a bi-SO n -invariant distance on GL
+ n ; we denote the corresponding distance between sets by dist. Let A ∈ GL + n . If A = UΣV T is a singular value decomposition (SVD) of A with U, V ∈ SO n , then dist(A, SO n ) = dist(Σ, SO n ).
Moreover, if Q is a matrix closest to Σ in SO n , then UQV
T is a matrix closest to A in SO n .
Proof : We first note that for every A ∈ GL + n , there exists an SVD such that U, V ∈ SO n (see the comment after the proof of Corollary 3.1). Moreover, Σ is unique (up to permutation), i.e., the singular values do not depend on the particular decomposition.
Assuming U, V ∈ SO n and using the bi-SO n -invariance,
The last equality holds since {U T QV | Q ∈ SO n } = SO n . Equation (3.1) implies that Q ∈ SO n is a matrix closest to Σ in SO n if and only if UQV T is a matrix closest to A in SO n . ■
Geodesic distance for diagonal matrices
By Proposition 3.1, we can focus our attention on finding the distance from SO n for diagonal positive-definite matrices, Σ. Since GL + n is complete, we look for a minimizing geodesic from Σ to SO n . To do so, we are going to exploit the fact that any geodesic minimizing the distance of a point to a submanifold intersects that submanifold perpendicularly. More precisely:
Lemma 3.1 Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. Let S ⊆ M be a submanifold, and let p ∈ M \ S. Assume q ∈ S is a point on S satisfying d(p, q) = dist(p, S) (there is always such a point q if S is compact). Let α be a minimizing geodesic connecting p and q. Then α is orthogonal to S at q.
See [9] for a proof.
Proposition 3.2 Let
Moreover, I is the unique element of SO n minimizing the distance from Σ.
By the completeness of GL + n , there exists a minimizing geodesic α :
Denotingα(0) = QV (where we think of V as an element of T I GL + n M n , and QV is identified with d(L Q ) I (V)), we obtain for any antisymmetric matrix X ∈ O n = T I SO n :
Thus, V ∈ T I GL + n is orthogonal to every anti-symmetric matrix, and by Lemma 2.1, V ∈ sym. It follows from Corollary 2.2 that
By the definition of α, α(1) = Σ = Qe V . Since V is symmetric, e V is symmetric positive-definite, hence we obtain two polar decompositions of Σ,
By the uniqueness of polar decomposition for invertible matrices, we conclude that Q = I, which completes the proof. ■
We proceed to derive an explicit formula for the distance of Σ from SO n .
where log Σ = diag(log σ i ). Since V and log Σ are symmetric, and since the matrix exponential is injective on the space of symmetric matrices, it follows that V = log Σ. Hence,
Substituting the explicit form (2.3) of the metric g I ,
As a corollary, we get that α(t) = e t log Σ is the unique minimizing geodesic connecting I to Σ.
Geodesic distance for arbitrary matrices
where the second equality follows from the invariance (2.2). Whenever we write log of a symmetric positive-definite matrix, we refer to its unique symmetric logarithm. Since the exponential map is a diffeomorphism from sym n to Psym n there is no ambiguity here. We have thus obtained an explicit expression for the distance of any matrix A ∈ GL + n from SO n by elementary means.
We have shown that for a diagonal positive-definite matrix Σ, Q = I is the unique element in SO n satisfying dist(Σ, Proof : By orthogonally diagonalizing P with P =ŨΣŨ T , we obtain an SVD,
where U = OŨ and V =Ũ. Note that by interchanging two columns if necessary, we can assumeŨ ∈ SO n , hence V, U ∈ SO n . By the above discussion, UV T = OŨŨ T = O is the matrix closest to A. ■ Please note: the above argument shows that for A ∈ GL + n there always exists an SVD where both orthogonal matrices are in SO n .
O n versus SO n -invariance
The analysis presented in Sections 2 and 3 assumes that the metric g is left-GL n -and right-O n invariant. Since we are interested in intrinsic distances in GL + n from the subgroup SO n , it may seem as if we could perform the whole analysis in GL + n rather than in GL n . In such case, it only makes sense to require the Riemannian metric to be left-GL + n and right-SO n invariantright O n -invariance, for example, is meaningless. A natural question is the following: would we obtain the same geodesic distances and the same strain measures if we considered left-GL + n and right-SO n -invariant metric on GL + n ? An inner-product g I satisfying condition (2.2) is called isotropic. In contrast, an inner-product g I satisfying
is called hemitropic. If every hemitropic inner-product is isotropic, then our entire analysis extends as is to SO n -invariant metrics on GL + n . If, however, isotropy and hemitropy are not equivalent, then our analysis has to be revisited, as the representation of the inner-product (2.3) relies explicitly on the isotropic nature of the inner-product g I .
Our analysis relies on the specific form (2.3) of the inner-product g I in two crucial aspects: (i) in the derivation of an explicit formula for the geodesics, and (ii) in obtaining the orthogonality of symmetric and anti-symmetric matrices. Since an inner-product is of the form (2.3) if and only if it is isotropic, any hemitropic, but non-isotropic inner-product is not of that form, hence our analysis is not applicable.
It turns out that for all dimensions n 4, there are no hemitropic nonisotropic inner-products. For odd n this is trivial to see since −I ∈ O n \ SO n commutes with every other matrix. The analysis for even dimensions is less trivial. A proof can be found in [10] . Thus, our work holds as is with isotropy replaced by hemitropy in any dimension other than 4. Understanding the implications of an hemitropy assumption for n = 4 remains an open question.
Intrinsic versus extrinsic distances
Endowing GL + n with distances induced by Riemannian metrics is one type of choice for measuring the distortion of a linear map. Another popular choice is the distance induced by the Frobenius inner-product on M n , or equivalently, the Euclidean metric on M n identified with R n 2 . In fact, one of the motivations in [1] for considering distances induced by Riemannian metrics was the claimed inadequacy of the Euclidean metric. Note that the Euclidean metric gives rise to two distinct distances on GL + n : (i) an extrinsic distance, obtained by restricting the Euclidean distance function to the subset GL + n of M n , and (ii) an intrinsic length-distance determined by paths in GL + n . In this section we explore the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic distances, first in a general Riemannian context, and second, in the original Euclidean context.
The general Riemannian case
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Denote the induced Riemannian distance function by d M . Let S ⊂ M be an embedded connected submanifold.
There are two natural ways to induce a distance on S: To prove our results we shall need the following lemma which roughly says that paths that are close to being length-minimizers are within a narrow tubular neighborhood of a (minimizing) geodesic. 
In this lemma there is no submanifold, so the distance has only one possible meaning-the Riemannian distance on M.
Proof : Assume by contradiction that the claim is false. Denote r = d(p, q). Then, there exists an ǫ > 0 and a sequence of paths α n : I → M joining p and q, satisfying
and α n is not in an ǫ-neighborhood of any minimizing geodesic.
Since L(α n ) → r, we can assume L(α n ) ≤ 2r, thus Image(α n ) ⊆B M (p, 2r) (the closed ball of radius 2r around p). By the completeness of M, it follows from the Hopf-Rinow theorem thatB M (p, 2r) is compact.
Reparametrize α 1 by arclength, i.e assume I = [0, L(α 1 )], and that α 1 : I → M has a constant speed. For every n ∈ N, reparametrize α n : I → M such that it has a constant speed c n = α n . Then
which implies that the α n are equicontinuous, since
By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, there exists a subsequence (also denoted α n ) converging uniformly to a path α : I → M. By the lower-semicontinuity of the length functional we deduce:
This implies that α is a length-minimizing curve between p and q, hence its reparametrization by arclength α • ϕ is a geodesic.
Finally, the uniform convergence α n → α yields a contradiction: there exists an N such that for all n > N, 
The last two statements hold also if we replace the existence of a unique geodesic with the existence of finitely many geodesics.
Proof :
1. The fact that geodesic convexity implies equality of the distances is immediate. A counter-example for the reverse implication is M = R 2 , S = R 2 \ (0, 0).
Assume
. Let p, q ∈ S. Let α n : I → S be a sequence of paths satisfying L(α n ) → d(p, q) . Then, by a similar argument to the one in the proof of Lemma 4.1, there is a subsequence α n converging uniformly to a path α. By the lower-semicontinuity of the length, L(α) = d(p, q), so α is minimizing, hence it is a reparametrization of a geodesic. Closedness of S implies Image(α) ⊆ S.
Suppose that
, and let α be a geodesic in S. Then, it is locally length-minimizing in S, and for small enough t,
So α| [0,t] is length-minimizing path between α(0), α(t) in M with parameter proportional to arc length, hence it is a geodesic in M.
A counter-example for the reverse implication is M = S 1 , S = S 1 \ {p} (where p is an arbitrary point in S 1 ). We will see another counterexample in the next section: M = M n and S = GL Thus, there exists a reparametrization of α, α • ϕ : I → M, such that for every t, d (α • ϕ)(t), γ(t) < ǫ.
This shows that any path α which is δ-close to being a minimizer intersect M \S. 
Euclidean distances in GL
+ n Next, we consider the particular case where the Riemannian manifold is the vector space of n × n matrices endowed with the Euclidean metric. This is the case considered classically in the context of elastic strain measures, and whose shortcomings has motivated, in part, the consideration of alternative measures of strain.
We start with a few definitions:
Definition 4.3 (Euclidean metric on
Euc ) the space of n × n real matrices endowed with the Euclidean distance. Note that the distance d
Euc can be derived from a Riemannian metric g given by 
Definition 4.4 (Extrinsic Metric on GL
Definition 4.5 (Intrinsic Metric on GL
+ n ) Consider (GL + n , g| GL + n
) as an open submanifold of the Riemannian manifold (M n , g). That is, we endow GL + n with the pullback metric i * g of the Euclidean metric g along the inclusion i : GL
+ n → (M n ,
g). We denote by d int the distance function induced by the Riemannian metric i
* g.
We first observe that d int > d ext for some pair of matrices. Indeed, for any X, Y ∈ M n , the unique minimizing geodesic is the segment
Since the sub-manifold GL 
However, we note the following:
Proof : This is obvious, since [A, B] is an extrinsic length-minimizing path which stays in the submanifold. ■
We next observe that both right-and left-multiplications by elements of SO n are isometries of (GL + n , i * g). Hence, they are isometries of the metric
(any Riemannian isometry is an isometry of the induced distance function). It follows that d
int is both left-and right-SO n invariant.
In particular, let A = UΣV T be an SVD of A ∈ GL + n . By Proposition 3.1,
hence, as before, the problem of computing the distance of A ∈ GL + n from SO n (and finding the minimizer) can be reduced to positive-definite diagonal matrices Σ. We now give a short proof that I is the unique matrix closest to Σ with respect to the extrinsic distance, that is,
Indeed, since
it follows that given A ∈ M n , minimizing A − Q 2 F over Q ∈ SO n is equivalent to maximizing the linear functional ϕ A (Q) = A, Q F = tr(A T Q). For diagonal and positive-definite Σ,
where the inequality follows from the fact that Q is orthonormal, hence |Q ij | ≤ 1. The unique maximizer is Q = I, hence I is the unique matrix closest to Σ.
Theorem 4.1 Let Σ ∈ GL
+ n be a diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries on the diagonal. Then the unique minimizer of the intrinsic distance of Σ from SO n is I, and
Proof : Since Psym n is closed under convex combinations, it follows that
So, I is a minimizer and dist
The uniqueness of the minimizer for dist int follows from the uniqueness of the minimizer for dist ext : Let Q ∈ SO n be a minimizer for the distance dist int of Σ from SO n . Then,
hence Q is also a minimizer for dist ext , and by the uniqueness of the extrinsic minimizer, Q = I. ■
Corollary 4.1 Let
A ∈ GL + n . Then d int (A, SO n ) = d ext (A, SO n ),
and the closest matrix to A in SO n with respect to both distances is the same-it is the orthogonal polar factor of A. Moreover,
Proof : This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 applied to both distances, together with Theorem 4.1. The fact that the orthogonal polar factor is the unique minimizer follows from the same considerations as in the proof of Corollary 3.1. ■
Additional results concerning invariant distances
Bi-invariance
As always in mathematics, the most symmetric structures are the most easy to handle. In [1] , the authors consider either left-and right-GL n -invariance as natural requirements on a metric on GL n . Their choice is motivated by physical considerations.
A natural question is: does there exist a distance function on GL n that is more symmetric than the ones we have considered? In this section we show here that there are no bi-invariant distance functions on GL n that are compatible with the standard topology. (The fact there is no bi-invariant Riemannian metric is common knowledge.)
Theorem 5.1 There is no bi-invariant distance function on GL n generating the standard topology on GL n (the subspace topology induced by the inclusion GL
Proof : The essential point is the existence of a non-trivial conjugacy class whose closure contains the identity. Assume, by contradiction, there is a bi-invariant distance function d compatible with the standard topology. Consider the following matrices:
An explicit calculation yields,
Since d generates the standard topology on GL n , it follows that
On the other hand, bi-invariance implies that for every n,
which is a contradiction. ■
As an immediate corollary we obtain the classical result:
Corollary 5.1 There is no bi-invariant Riemannian metric on GL n .
Inverse-invariance
When it comes to physical applications, a major drawback of the Euclidean strain measure is that it does not diverge in the limit where the linear map is singular. From a physical viewpoint, we expect a strain measure dist(A, SO n ) to diverge when A either tends to infinity (expansion), or when it tends toward singularity (contraction). The strain measure is said to be inverse-invariant if
for every A ∈ GL + n . As noted in the Introduction, the strains obtained via the metrics considered in Section 2 are all inverse-invariant. The essential reason behind this phenomenon, is the extreme symmetry of these metrics. Specifically, we have the following very general assertion:
Proposition 5.1 Let G be a group and H ⊆ G a subgroup. Let d be a left-Gright-H-invariant distance function on G. Then,
dist(g, H) = dist(g −1 , H).
Moreover, if h is a closest element to g in H, then h −1 is a closest element to g −1 in H.
Proof : Using the assumed invariances,
implies the correspondence between closest elements to g and g −1 . ■ Note how this observation implies, without any computation, that certain strain measures are inverse-invariant (the actual form of the strain measures is irrelevant).
Another means for obtaining inverse-invariant strain measures is to consider distance functions d on GL n that are inverse-invariant, i.e.,
Indeed, the inverse-invariance of the distance implies the inverse-invariance of the strain measure, as
As we will see, the requirement for inverse-invariance of the distance is far less restrictive than left-GL n -and right O n -invariance.
In a search for maximally-symmetric distance functions, we first look for inverse-invariant distances (or metrics) possessing additional symmetries. In Propositions B.1-B.2 we prove that in any Lie group G, a left-invariant metric (distance) is inverse-invariant if and only if it is bi-invariant. Since there are no bi-invariant metrics/distances on GL n , it follows that no left-GL n -and inverse-invariant metric/distance exists either.
In particular, it follows that the distance functions induced by the metrics considered in Sections 2 and 3 are not inverse-invariant. That is, the inverse-invariance of the strain measure does not result from the inverseinvariance of the distance, but rather from the left-GL n and right-SO n invariance of the metrics, as shown in Proposition 5.1 (also observed in [1, Section 3.2 Eq. (23)]).
There is a systematic way of constructing inverse-invariant distances from arbitrary distances. Denote the inverse automorphism by i. Since i is a diffeomorphism of finite order, given any distance d on GL n , it is possible to construct an inverse-invariant distance via symmetrization,
It is easy to see thatd generates the same topology as d, and it is of course inverse-invariant.
A similar construction can be carried out for Riemannian metrics on GL n . Given any metric g, the metric g + i * (g) is inverse-invariant, and induces the standard topology on GL n , as does any Riemannian metric.
In the following subsections, we analyze how these two different methods for generating inverse-invariant distances affect the strain measure. We will see that if we start from distances/metrics having certain symmetries, then their symmetrizations possess corresponding symmetries as well.
Inverse-invariant distances
The next lemma considers a setting that generalizes our treatment of left-GL n -and right-O n invariant distance functions. G be a group and let H ⊆ G be a subgroup. Let d be a left-G-and right-H-invariant distance function on G. Letd be its symmetrization. Then,
Lemma 5.1 Let
distd(g, H) = 2 dist d (g, H).
Moreover, an element h ∈ H is a closest element in H to g with respect to d if and only if it is a closest element with respect tod.
Proof : The assumed symmetries imply
for any g ∈ G and h ∈ H (see the proof of Proposition 5.1). Hence,
To prove the second part, note that for
The above lemma implies that there is no much interest in symmetrizing left-G-and right-H-invariant distance functions, since the symmetrizations give rise to essentially identical notions of distance from H.
We turn to analyze symmetrization within the context of intrinsic versus extrinsic Euclidean distances. As above, we provide a slightly more general treatment that considers the relevant symmetries. Since this setting possesses less symmetries than the one considered above, we will have to use properties that are specific to the Euclidean distance; in particular, SVD plays an important role.
Lemma 5.2 Let G be a group and let H ⊆ G be a subgroup. Let d be a bi-Hinvariant distance on G. Then, its symmetrizationd is also bi-H-invariant.
Proof : For every h ∈ H, x, y ∈ G,
Right-H-invariance is proved similarly. ■
In our context, since both intrinsic and extrinsic Euclidean distances are bi-SO n invariant, their symmetrizations are also bi-SO n invariant.
By Proposition 3.1, distd(A, SO n ) = distd(Σ, SO n ), where A = UΣV T is any SVD of A. By the results in Section 4.2, I is the closest matrix to both Σ and Σ −1 with respect to both intrinsic and extrinsic Euclidean distances.
Hence, for every Q ∈ SO n ,
from which follows that I is the matrix in SO n that is the closest to Σ with respect tod, and
Again, we obtain that the matrix in SO n that is the closest to A is the orthogonal polar factor of A.
The symmetrization of the Euclidean distance gives a truly different notion of strain measure, as it penalizes equally both expansions and contractions. Thus, it can be considered an improved strain measure. At the same time, it preserves the symmetries pertinent to the Euclidean metric-frame invariance and material isotropy.
Inverse-invariant metrics
We now turn to the symmetrization of Riemannian metrics on GL n . Given any metric g, the metricg = g + i * (g) is inverse-invariant. As proved in [11] , the space of inverse-invariant metrics for any Lie group is infinitedimensional, hence, we have to address the question of finding natural inverse-invariant metrics. We note that in general, the distance function induced by the symmetrized metricg is not the symmetrization of the distance function induced by g. Hence, the analysis of the previous subsection is not applicable.
We start by showing that the symmetrized metric inherits some of the symmetries of the original metric.
Lemma 5.3 Let G be a Lie group and let H ⊆ G be a subgroup. Let g be a bi-H-invariant metric on G. Its symmetrizationg is also bi-H-invariant.
The proof that R * h
■ It follows that the symmetrizations of all the metrics considered in sections 2 and 4.2 are bi-O n invariant.
In the remaining part of this section we study the symmetrization of the metrics considered in Section 2.
As mentioned above, the symmetrized metrics, unlike the original metrics, are not left-GL n invariant, hence, our analysis of the geodesics is not applicable. However, the symmetrized metrics share three important properties with the original metrics:
2. The symmetric and the skew-symmetric matrices are orthogonal with respect tog I .
3. α(t) = e tV is ag-geodesic for any symmetric matrix V.
We start by showing the orthogonality of symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices. For any A ∈ sym n and B ∈ O n ,
We proceed to prove the completeness of (GL + n ,g). First note that completeness of g implies completeness of i * g, since i : (GL n , i * g) → (GL n , g) is an isometry. So, it suffices to prove that if two Riemannian manifolds (M, g 1 ) and (M, g 2 ) are complete then so is (M, g 1 + g 2 ).
Lemma 5.4 Let M be a smooth manifold, and let g 1 , g 2 be Riemannian metrics on
Proof : Let p, q ∈ M. For any path α from p to q,
By the Hopf-Rinow theorem, a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is complete if and only if closed and g-bounded sets are compact. Let A ⊆ M be a closed and (g 1 + g 2 )-bounded set. Boundedness implies that there exists a point p ∈ M and a number R > 0, such tha d g 1 +g 2 (a, p) ≤ R for every a ∈ A.
It remains to show that α(t) = e tV is a geodesic for symmetric V. We first note that α(t) = i(e tV ) = e −tV is a geodesic of i
) is an isometry. Reversing time, we get that α(t) = e tV is a geodesic of both g and i * g. Note that every geodesic is parametrized by a parameter proportional to arclength, i.e., its speed α(t) is constant. In this particular case, the speeds are the same when measured with respect to both metrics, since g I = (i * g) I , hence α(0) is independent of the metric chosen. It turns out that in this particular situation, α is a geodesic with respect to the metric g + i * g. Proof : The inequality:
Since β is a geodesic with respect to both g 1 and g 2 , it is locally lengthminimizing with respect to both metrics; for small enough t,
, β(t)) = tc, for some constant c. Let α be any path connecting
, where the last inequality uses (5.3). Thus, β locally minimizes length with respect to g 1 + g 2 , hence it is a geodesic. ■ Next, we imitate from Section 3 the argument for finding the geodesic distance from SO n . By Lemma 5.3, we can use Proposition 3.1 to reduce again the question to diagonal matrices. Since the derivation of the strain measure uses only the three properties of the metric mentioned above, it works in exactly the same manner for the symmetrized metric.
and
is an orthonormal frame for (TGL n , g). Let {ϑ α } be the orthonormal co-frame, Consider now a geodesic curve, γ : I → GL n , wherė γ(t) = p α (t) e α | γ(t) .
The geodesic equation for the coefficients p α (t) iṡ
Exploiting the symmetries of Γ and the symmetry of the geodesic equation,
This is a set of n 2 quadratic equations with constant coefficients.
Multiplying this equation by a γ , setting X(t) = p α (t)a α , which is a curve in T I GL n ,Ẋ (t) + The geodesic γ : I → GL n is related to X(t) via, γ(t) = i γ(t) (γ(t), γ(t)X(t)). (A.3)
A.2 Solution of geodesic equations
The factor (β − γ)/2β has for effect to rescale time. We start by ignoring it. 
X(t) = X T (t)X(t) − X(t)X T (t).
■
Please note that this exponential is the "standard" matrix exponential, i.e., the one obtained from integral curves of left-invariant vector fields. It is not the exponential map of the g-geodesics. 
